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3,000 PROTEST GAY DEATHS

COORS BUILDS FASCIST EMPIRE

JOSEPH COORS CONTINUES WAR ON "LIBERALS", GAYS, ETC.!
Old Joseph Coors, through his Heritage Foundation and six other extremist New Far Right groups, including the Rev. Jerry Falwell's Moral Majority, has contributed more funds than almost any single individual in America, to bring the defeat of all gay rights advocates he can. U.S. Senator Gary Hart of Colorado was targeted for defeat by the Joseph Coors New Far Right organizations, but Hart, by some electoral miracle survived the "Night of the Burning Bibles" (November 4th), and was re-elected. But Coors was most successful in defeating other legislators who have supported gay rights legislation. But according to an aide to Hart, "He will be more cautious in dealing with the gay community in the future. This was just too close. We got the message loud and clear."

This is one effect that the Falwell and Coors combine has brought about. The victories they did bring off, has intimidated those pro-gay politicians into becoming less pro-gay, if not neutral. And this holds true for the Congressional elections come 1982.

Coors and the Heritage Foundation in just four short years, have become one of the kingpins of American politics. Joseph Coors is listed as one of the six most influential men with Ronald Reagan.
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NEW YORK: An anti-gay bigot who killed two gays in Greenwich Village, and wounded seven others, has been arraigned on two counts of murder. Ronald Crumpley a former transit authority policeman, told the court that he "hated faggots." The reaction to the shootings on West Street, just north of Christopher Street, were swift and most angry, as three thousand gay men & lesbians took to the streets in a candle-light march and protest. The protest found signs with slogans such as......

"We're Not Afraid!", "Stop Terrorist Violence Against Gays!", and "Black & White Together." The chants of "No more murders!" and "Gay Rights now!" They were heard throughout the Village area in protest to the Moral Majority induced violence against gays in New York City.

People were seen all along Christopher Street, speaking in hushed but angry tones of the growing KKK/Nazi menace across the land, and of the terrible murders of the Black children in Atlanta and of the killings of Blacks in Buffalo, and Salt Lake City.

Gay people in recent months have become in the last year or so, a target for the hate-mongers of America, along with Third World peoples, Jews, and communists.

The U.S. is becoming a nation where hate-mongers and puppets of the government like the KKK and the Nazis can go around conducting vigilante action/murders at will. The murders of these gays is not an isolated phenomenon, for Hitler, as an example, conducted a savage persecution of gays in Nazi Germany, sending accused gays to the gas chambers wearing pink arm bands.

(continued on page 5)
Thanks for your enthusiastic help and support as much.

My dearest Rev. Ray:

I wonder how these fag traitors feel now. I've got to hand it to you. Rev. Ray, you have been a terrific help to me.

Sincerely,
JOE G. & JIM

---

Editor:

The person who informed the police of the planned illegal activities of the CMC Carnival is now the target of a lawsuit. The event, but afterwards, after charges were made, with CMC and color, "liveoperate", or otherwise, to those on the list of those San Francisco gay activists who are members of the gay press (Paul Torch - BAR).

Editor:

The Crusader

Dear Rev. Ray:

I want to personally express my thanks to you and the newspaper for all of your support during my trial in the20th district. Without your help and support my re-election could not have been possible.

Peace & friendship,

JOHN L. BUSTONI

Member of Congress

-----

The Crusader

Dear Rev. Ray:

Thanks for your enthusiastic help and support as much.

Your editorial comments and spaces in the SF Crusader were an uplifting surprise and very much appreciated, as we your member and effort on Friday (a reception for myself).

-------------------

Editor:

My dearest Rev. Ray:

Your list of The Crusader (issue 111) was one of the most informative and one of the greatest hits in a long time. Congratulations on your list of those San Francisco gay activists who are members of the gay press (Paul Torch - BAR).

Editor:

The Crusader

Dear Rev. Ray:

I want to personally express my thanks to you and the newspaper for all of your support during my trial in the 20th district. Without your help and support my re-election could not have been possible.

Peace & friendship,

JOHN L. BUSTONI

Member of Congress

-----

The Crusader

Dear Rev. Ray:

Thanks for your enthusiastic help and support as much.

Your editorial comments and spaces in the SF Crusader were an uplifting surprise and very much appreciated, as we your member and effort on Friday (a reception for myself).
The Nazi leaders used homosexuals as scapegoats. And today in the U.S., undocumented workers, Iranians, Palestinians, as well as homosexuals are used as scapegoats.

It is reported that the killer Crumpley had been lovers with a gay man and was angry because the gay man did not cooperate. The killer Crumpley "had been lovers with a gay man and was angry because the gay man did not cooperate." 495-6463

We must assimilate into progressive working class peoples groups and become attuned to the realities of life in the U.S. today. The gay bars, the baths and the sex clubs are not reality, they are tools of the fascist rulers in control and to destroy our individuality and our rural homos. The bars, baths and sex clubs create rot in our society. The bars, baths and sex clubs are used by the FBI and the CIA in counter-insurgency.

The only known event to protest the New York killings was a small meeting in the City Hall.

The bars, baths and sex-clubs create rot in our society. The bars, baths and sex-clubs are not reality, they are tools of the fascist rulers in control and to destroy our individuality and our rural homos. The bars, baths and sex clubs create rot in our society.

The bars, baths and sex-clubs create rot in our society. The bars, baths and sex-clubs are not reality, they are tools of the fascist rulers in control and to destroy our individuality and our rural homos. The bars, baths and sex clubs create rot in our society.

The bars, baths and sex-clubs create rot in our society. The bars, baths and sex-clubs are not reality, they are tools of the fascist rulers in control and to destroy our individuality and our rural homos. The bars, baths and sex clubs create rot in our society.
The name of Joseph Coors has been appearing in the press as the issue over $100,000 in political contributions to Anita Bryant. The boycott was most effective in the state of Arizona, where the gay community got the better of Ronald Reagan.

The song and dance for the gay community trying to defeat of Congressman James Corman of Van Nuys, California, were effective in the state of California. The latest action was that of the Board of Tavern Guild (which is against unions) and he is currently a supporter of the New Far Right-backed Republicans and Ronald Reagan. The Republicans and Ronald Reagan believe that buying Coors is the best way to support the New Far Right and the moral community. It was noted that the president of Coors, Martin Mull, is a supporter of the New Far Right. Coors is a major contributor to the Republican Party for the elderly of the Tenderloin and the seniors at the Fort Mason VHA Hospital (no gift this year!).

The boycott of Coors has been quite effective, and many bars and nightclubs have stopped carrying the SF Crusader, an anti-homosexual publication and SF Crusader, an anti-homosexual organization. The boycott was supported by the gay community, and those who support Joseph Coors have had to respond to the boycott.

Coors has been offering political contributions to Anita Bryant, and the gay community believes this is a form of support for Anita Bryant. The gay community has been active in opposing the New Far Right and has been successful in some of its efforts. The gay community has been successful in getting Coors to stop donating money to Anita Bryant, and this has been a major victory for the gay community.

The gay community is also active in opposing the New Far Right and has been successful in getting Coors to stop donating money to Anita Bryant, and this has been a major victory for the gay community. The gay community has been successful in getting Coors to stop donating money to Anita Bryant, and this has been a major victory for the gay community. The gay community has been successful in getting Coors to stop donating money to Anita Bryant, and this has been a major victory for the gay community.
A scene from the World Premiere film, "WANTED" at the Screening Room, 220 Jones street. The film stars Will Kiplinger and Al Parker. The film is one of the better films that San Francisco has seen this year. Parker & kite is this film, which is a take-off of the "Defiant One" but here, Steven is "straight" and Parker is "gay" and Parker seduces the "straight" Parker while they are chained together in a ring, after their escape from a chain gang.
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A Fond Note
CELEBRATE WITH US.

Either

Before Your Party For A Festive Supper from 5:30 thru 8:30

Or

Ring In The New Year With A Six Course CHAMPAGNE FEAST

Surprises From 10:00 'til ???

One To Show Room & Theater
1600 Polk at 12th Street
San Francisco

Piano Entertainment
Reservations, 626-2723

New New
Le SAIC

INTRODUCES

THE PORTABLE MALE DOUCHE

The latest advance in the "personal hygiene" movement. The Men are as concerned about their health as the Women. And now they can do it in comfort, in privacy, in the comfort of their own home. 

Only $9.95 or 2 for $18.95

Get your portable male douche at: Le Salic, 1118 Polk Street, or mail a deposit to Le Salic, 40 Broadway, San Francisco, CA 94103. Dept. C

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

The MOOKINGBIRD

The Mockingbird is back once again and just after the 35th Anniversary of the founding of Popular. And, just for the benefit of Rick, Richard, we have been told that Rick had his 50th Birthday this week. Maybe he should stop drinking and go into the Polk Jack and make some dimes. Everyone wants to know what "The Mookingbird" is doing in "The Le Saic".
Buddy G. is looking well. He and his delightful friend Joe stopped by for a pleasant chat. Always good to see and speak with the buddy. Joe too!

The Old Crow is "dead!" The place is empty forever. It hasn't been in operation for several weeks and people have been burglarized and the thieves just took everything.ימו take three apartments of furniture and belongings out of the building! It is the Old Crow Area for about 40 years on the corner of Pine and Stockton. Joe's friends have put up signs to see if anyone has seen the remnants. They are now St. Vincent's. Wonder where the police are on this one? They'll get a $200 reward for the return of Joe's things.

Speaking of Scrooge! Russell Cox of the Hotel York & Frank Room who does advertising in the Advocate, is having a big event this spring in the Tenderloin that will have this city talking for years and it is good!!

Max Castillo Men's Room 224 Sixth Street Gloryhole or Ballroom with that big ice machine is having a big event this spring in the Tenderloin that will have this city talking for years and it is good!!

A big thank you to Kimo for putting the show together for us. He is the boss, you see the staff of Kimo's and all the performers.

To end this, thank you for being so nice. And thanks for coming out and being so great. We hope you all keep on being so good!!!
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The Old Crow is "dead!" The place is empty forever. It hasn't been in operation for several weeks and people have been burglarized and the thieves just took everything. They took three apartments of furniture and belongings out of the building! It is the Old Crow Area for about 40 years on the corner of Pine and Stockton. Joe's friends have put up signs to see if anyone has seen the remnants. They are now St. Vincent's. Wonder where the police are on this one? They'll get a $200 reward for the return of Joe's things.

Speaking of Scrooge! Russell Cox of the Hotel York & Frank Room who does advertising in the Advocate, is having a big event this spring in the Tenderloin that will have this city talking for years and it is good!!

Max Castillo Men's Room 224 Sixth Street Gloryhole or Ballroom with that big ice machine is having a big event this spring in the Tenderloin that will have this city talking for years and it is good!!

A big thank you to Kimo for putting the show together for us. He is the boss, you see the staff of Kimo's and all the performers.

To end this, thank you for being so nice. And thanks for coming out and being so great. We hope you all keep on being so good!!!
With singer, pianist JIM SULLIVAN at the Endup's new piano bar.

**NEW! NEW! JAC-PACK DUO**

An incredible sex packet that strokes, massages and manipulates you to the sensations of human and animal impalement. An incredibly erotic and seductive action you won't believe.

- 3-D Sex from Mind to Membrane
- 5-Minute Mini Massages
- 15-Minute Mini Manipulations

Available at: LOCKER ROOM Store: 100 Polk St., 24 hrs.

One for this duo! One for me too!

**FIREWORKS! FIREWORKS! FIREWORKS!**

Join the Endup's New Year's Eve with the Gay Five Best Looking Studs On Polk. In the 4-E; Eddie Brown (see pic at far left!), 2-Keith, 3-Tall Billy, 4-Polk Urinal (The Bush Street Parking Garage); 5-La-Fayette Park. That's what the pollsters say!!!

**Merry Christmas to All**

COME ON IN AND ENJOY OUR BALLS!!

Season's Greetings

LIVE ROCK BANDS ALMOST EVERY NIGHT OF THE WEEK!!!

"Come see the most beautiful Christmas decorations in the Haight!!"
THE CREEK...
THE SHACK...
THE HIGH SCHOOL...
THE VAN...
THE GAS STATION...

STARRING RICHARD LOCKE  WILL SEAGERS  PAUL BARESSI  BOB BLOUNT
MICHAEL KEARNS AS JIM  CASEY DONOVAN PRESENTING  JOHNNY FALCONBERG
AND THE GAGE MEN
PRODUCED BY SAM GAGE  WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY JOE GAGE

Also

It ain't exactly a feature film...

CLOSED SET

these guys didn't have time to learn lines

the mob hill cinema
729 bush st...  tele 781 9468